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PERFECT PINTEREST PINS
LEARN HOW TO CRAFT PINS THAT DRIVE VISIBILITY, 

GROW YOUR AUDIENCE AND DRIVE TRAFFIC

Want to drive more traffic with Pinterest? Gain 
more email subscribers? Grow your audience 
while having new people discover you every 
day? YES PLEASE - like, who wouldn’t? I am 
going straight to the good stuff in this guide 
to making Pins that grow your audience and 
help you reach new heights in your business or 
blog. No fluff here, I don’t have time for that 
as a busy mom of two and a bustling business. 
This comprehensive crash course will guide you 
through crafting beautiful, optimized Pins that 
will help increase your traffic, get your content 
in front of the right people and increase your visibility on Pinterest, my favourite 
social platform. 

As a visual search engine, your Pins are the vehicles to connecting with your 
audience. So if you are struggling to grow on other platforms, welcome to 
the other side - search engines offer the perfect solution to exhausted online 
business owners. A platform that wants to serve your content to the right people 
at the right time - by understanding your content and media and allowing 
people to discover you every single day. 

I can’t wait to go on this adventure with you - and as your Pinterest guide, I 
am so honored and excited that you trust me! Wondering who I am? HEY, my 
name is Meagan and I have been absolutely obsessed with Pinterest since 2011. 
Businesses, brands and bloggers began trusting me with their Pinterest accounts 
over 7 years ago when I first started providing Pinterest consultation to others. 
Wondering how I caught their eye? I racked up over 125,000+ followers on 
Pinterest. Now I am here to spill my secrets, experience and trusted knowledge 
with you! 
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
Grab a coffee. Or tea. Or heck, a glass of wine if it's the evening. I want this to 
feel like we are meeting up at cafe and I am going to be giving you a 1:1 lesson 
on all things Pins. From static images to video, know that what I am sharing 
here is going to help you FINALLY get it straight. Let’s start simple….

Login to your Pinterest account. Ensure you have a business account and have 
claimed your website. Check. 

Grab a pen and print off this guide/checklist to help move through the content 
and make notes. By absorbing this information, understanding and applying it 
- you will learn through doing. Do not wait for the perfect moment. There isn’t 
one. One of my favourite sayings is:

DONE IS BETTER THAN PERFECT 

To accompany this guide, I am also providing you with free mini video tutorials. 
*SCREECH*. You heard me - free video tutorials to help you get started. I know 
I personally skim written content but want to SEE how to do it. So that’s what 
we are going to do here. Don’t ever accuse me of saying I am going to help you 
not follow through! 
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DESIGN NOTES: 
• You can create images and video in any app or program you find easy to use 

but we personally LOVE Canva 
• Original content is best when it comes to your media - this means pictures 

you take, video you record… It will always perform better than stock (BUT 
that said, stock photography and video are so helpful)

• Logo and branding - remember; we want to know who you are but don’t let 
your logo and website address take away from other elements on the Pin. 
Your audience WILL find you and find your products or content, you don’t 
have to cover up half of the Pins with your logo!

• Script fonts - I have a love-hate relationship with them. Please remember 
script fonts are pretty but extremely hard to read at a glance so be careful 
when using them on Pinterest

• Experiment - not every business or blog is cut the same and your ideas and 
content are unique - apply what I teach you and TEST what works for your 
unique business. 

• Patience is a virtue - especially when it comes to Pinterest! Remember, nobody 
hits it out of the park right off the bat. It takes time. You must stick with it. Be 
consistent, show up and be original. Your people will find you. It might take 
a few months but they are there

• HAVE FUN - not everything has to be pretty or branded on Pinterest. Clarity is 
best - be concise, simple and to the point. Don’t over complicate it.

https://partner.canva.com/EnAoP
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 □ Vertical static image 

 □ 2:3 aspect ratio (ex: 1000 x 1500 
pixels)

 □ Ability to link to a destination URL 

 □ Video can range in length but 15 
seconds and 1 minute long is best for 
organic video Pins

 □ Aspect ratio - 1:2 is recommended 
for standard video, 1:1 (square). 2:3, 
4:5 or 9:16 (we are seeing 9:16 doing 
very well since it looks like TikTok or 
Instagram video)

STANDARD PIN

VIDEO PIN

We will be diving into three main types of Pins - Standard Pins, Video Pins and 
my favorite - Idea Pins. There are other types of Pins available to different users 
but these three are universal no matter what type of business or creator you 
are. 
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 □ Multi format Pin that can include 
video and image formats together 
(up to 20 pages)

 □ They do not expire

 □ Usually sizing is 9:16 aspect ratio 
BUT check to ensure the borders are 
not cut off - watch text close to the 
borders as well - 1080x1920 pixel size 
(9:16 ratio)

 □ Add text to clarify your message 

IDEA PIN
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ANATOMY OF A PIN
THE EASY PIN FORMULA 

THAT WORKS

YOURWEBSITE.COM

READ MORE
Call to 
Action

Clear
Image

2:3 
Aspect
Ratio or
1000px X
1500px

Link to 
your site

Text
OverlayTITLE OF YOUR 

PIN GOES HERE
Sub-Heading For

Your Pin Goes Here

STANDARD PIN
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15-60 
Seconds 
in length

Clear 
video that 
relates to 
the topic 

1:2, 1:1 
(square). 2:3, 

4:5 or 9:16 
Ratio

Include text 
overlay 

for clarity 
(what are 
we looking 

at?)

VIDEO PIN
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Use text 
overlay to 
highlight 
the main 
details

Split 
your

content 
up into 5 
or more 
pages

Show your 
face

Include 
video on 

your cover 
page

Add a call 
to action

IDEA PIN
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 □ Keep it simple. Pinterest is a visual 
highway. You have 1-2 seconds to grab 
someone's attention on Pinterest, so 
use a simple, uncluttered image.

 □ Is it obvious? Does your picture 
match the topic? Remember, people 
need to know what they are looking 
at.

 □ White space is your friend. Images 
with extra white space make it easy 
to use text overlay. Consider this 
when selecting an image.

 □ Original is best. If you can, take 
your own photos. If photography isn't 
your thing, use stock photography.

IMAGE/VIDEO CHOICE

 □ Easy to read & understand title. 
Answers the WHAT. Try to say it in 
3-4 words max.

 □ A Call To Action (CTA). WHY should 
users click on your pin? Entice them 
to your post to learn more.

 □ Upload a pin. When you create a 
pin within Pinterest, don’t forget to 
add your own URL.

PIN COPY

MANUAL UPLOADS

YOUR NOTES
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 □ Clear copy. Now that you have 
hooked the user with a killer title and 
CTA, clarify your message in your pin 
description.

 □ Use keywords. Appeal to the 
Pinterest search gods by including 
keywords in your pin description.

 □ Hashtag it. Use 2-3 very direct 
hashtags. The more niche and 
seasonal, the better.

YOUR NOTES
PIN DESCRIPTION

 □ Create three different looks. Each 
one should have a slight variation. 
Use different images, try different 
copy or try a collage-style image.

 □ Try a plain image. Hey, we know text 
overlay does best, but it doesn’t hurt 
to have a plain image with no text 
overlay to pop onto Pinterest, too.

 □ Use templates. For real: there are 
Pinterest image templates available, 
some free, some paid. Save yourself a 
boatload of time and use a template!

FRESH PINS
Seriously, this is my number-one secret 
weapon: create multiple fresh pins for 
one blog post. Learn more about creating 
fresh pins that convert here.

https://meaganwilliamson.com/how-to-create-pinterest-pins-that-convert/
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Idea Pins create instant value in the platform for people. And if they like your 
content, they’re going to want to follow you for more inspiration, support and 
ongoing delivery of your new, fresh content.

Idea Pins are currently the most widely distributed Pin content type. This means 
they appear across the most potential surfaces/channels on Pinterest.

Idea Pins allow creators to share an idea, inspiration or tutorial in a dynamic 
format - which can be a mixture of videos and/or images in a multi-page format 
– they are also searchable and can be discovered LATER by your audience.

Pinterest is showing your Idea Pins not just to your followers, but also to new 
people who might be interested in your content. They show up in more places 
than other types of Pins. They can be found in:

✨ The home feed

🔎 Search

👍 Related Pins,

✅ Following stream (at the top of 

home feed)

🎉 The Today Tab

💕 On creator profiles and more

IDEA PINS ARE 
KEY TO VISIBILITY

WONDERING WHY? 
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NOW START PINNING!

ABOUT MEAGAN 

Pinterest doesn’t have to be a headache. Creating beautiful pins is just one 
key thing you can do to unlock its potential. Use this checklist to make sure each 
pin you make follows the same structure. 

MEET YOUR PINTEREST  
OBSESSED MARKETER

Hey there, I’m Meagan!
I teach online business owners just 
like you how to harness the power of 
Pinterest to grow their audience and 
visibility and have done so for over 7 
years.
 
So, if you’ve been putting Pinterest on 
the back burner, have been avoiding it, 
felt that it was too overwhelming or too 
far outside your comfort zone, you’re in 
the right place.
 
I love sharing my knowledge, experience 
and insider Pinterest expert secrets with 
you so you can shortcut your way to 
Pinterest growth and success for your 
business. 

Do your Pins:
 □ Use a clean image/video?
 □ Include text overlay?
 □ Have a call to action?
 □ Include your web address?
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YOUR NOTES:


